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Roundup Reality 

Roundups are done on public land by several agencies in order to reduce the 

number of animals on public land. The reasons given are vary from emergency, 

such as fire and draught, to a need to administer birth control vaccine so that 

numbers do not exceed AML (Appropriate Management Level). 

Horses and Burros can be removed through a variety of methods including 

bait/water trapping or the use 

of helicopters to run the 

horses into traps.  

This section will address the 

current protocol utilized for 

most removals; the helicopter 

assisted “gather.” 

Currently the BLM (Bureau of 

Land Management) manages 

more horses than any other 

agency. The populations on other federally controlled land and state land 

combined does not equal horses under BLM jurisdiction. Many other agencies 

either remove horses in a cooperative agreement with BLM or by utilizing the 

same contractors employed by the BLM. 

This is from the BLM website: 

Why does the BLM use helicopters to gather horses – isn’t that inhumane?  

The 1971 Wild Free-Roaming Horses and Burros Act, as amended, authorizes the BLM 
and the Forest Service to use helicopters to gather animals, as well as to use motorized 

vehicles to transport gathered animals. The use of helicopters and motorized vehicles 
has proven to be a safe, effective, and practical means for the gather and removal of 
excess wild horses and burros from the range. This is demonstrated by the gather of 

nearly 25,000 wild horses and burros during fiscal years 2004-2008 with a mortality 
rate of less than one half of one percent. 
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Though the horses experience a heightened stress level for the short period of time that 
the helicopter is herding the animals towards the gather corrals, animals calm down 

quite quickly afterwards. Helicopter gathers require a third to half the time of traditional 
water or horseback trapping methods. 

Other methods of gathering horses on horseback or water trapping can be effective in 
small gathers and in confined spaces, but they are very time consuming and are not 

nearly as efficient as helicopter gathers. Water trapping can be very effective when 
water resources are scarce but nearly impossible otherwise. 

Using horseback riders to herd the horses into gather corrals is very difficult in large 
open areas of public lands. This practice is very hard on the domestic horses and the 

riders; both have a high likelihood of being hurt. This method is very inefficient and 
takes an enormous amount of time to complete. 

The first statement here that 

needs to be addressed it the 

figure used for mortality. They 

utilize the number “less than one 

half of one percent.” This figure 

was compiled using data 

unverified by any public source. It 

is also a number that can be 

debated. 

When you look at the “gather” 

mortality statistic, simply because an animal does not drop dead in the trap pen 

does not mean the death was not related to the roundup. If we simply look at a 

roundup (Calico 2010) that the public was able to follow into holding, we see a 

very different story. 

The Calico roundup was unique in that members of the public chose to document 

horses in a consistent manner from roundup into the facility. The facility BLM 

used was the “Broken Arrow,” aka Indian Lakes, aka Fallon, (that was still under 

construction) and all of the horses were taken to a single facility. This made 

tracking a simpler task than the multiple facility use holding, often in multiple 

states, that has been occurring with recent roundups. 
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Let’s look at some of the deaths that occurred at Calico.  

 Two eight month old colts (that we know of) died because their feet 

literally began to separate from the bone. 

 Many late-term miscarriages occurred as a result of the roundup process. 

 Deaths of foals, and those under five months of age, were not counted. 

 Necks were broken during sorting. 

These are just some of the deaths that occurred. Because the death does not 

count in a data base (a statistic that is not kept because it either interferes with 

the statistic desired or is considered unimportant) or occurs at a location other 

than the trap itself, does not mean it is not due to the roundup. 

If we look at Calico the 

death rate is over 10%. 

We can also look at the 

animals that died of 

pneumonia in holding after 

being driven in sub-zero 

temperatures at the Eagle 

roundup 2011. 

The next statement to look 

at: 

Though the horses experience a heightened stress level for the short period of time that 

the helicopter is herding the animals towards the gather corrals, animals calm down 

quite quickly afterwards. 

This statement is interesting for two reasons:  

One is that this is not a “hard and fast rule.” Some animals calm down, when 

given an opportunity to “settle.” If there are no other horses being driven in 

within minutes, or horses are given time before loading, some “settle.” Many are 
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never given an opportunity to “settle” and are loaded within minutes of capture. 

They remain in a heightened sense of “threat” and the flight response of a prey 

animal can engage in an instant. Often multiple bands are kept in the same alley 

at the trap and fighting is common. 

Second this statement is not verified by any truly independent observer. With 

horses respiration rate is a good indicator of stress recovery. In a horse race, for 

example, respiration rate can rise from the normal 8-12 a minute to over 150. The 

rate at which respiration rate drops is a good indicator taken at five, fifteen and 

thirty minutes. 

*note: keep in mind that a racehorse is a trained athlete. Not a pregnant mare or a yearling running 

from an unfamiliar predator. Horses are an “obligate nasal breather,” meaning they must breathe 

through the nose. This creates physiological issues that can result in oxygen deficiencies and 

complications that result in illness if care is not taken (more in basic equine physiology). 

Observers are not allowed close enough, even with a significant telephoto, to 

observe respiration rates. But what observers do see is that the APHIS vet on site, 

if there is one, does not do any repetitive respiration counts at the trap. 

Now these statements speak of a component of truth:  

“Helicopter gathers 
require a third to half 

the time of traditional 
water or horseback 
trapping methods.” 

“Other methods of 

gathering horses on 

horseback or water 

trapping can be effective 

in small gathers and in 

confined spaces, but 

they are very time 

consuming and are not 

nearly as efficient as 

helicopter gathers.” 
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Rounding up wild herds by helicopter is much faster. If we look at this from a 

purely business perspective this method makes perfect sense. This process clears 

the land of horses faster than any other to make way for other interests on the 

land. 

The process of helicopter 

roundup 

In theory: 

A trap location is chosen based 

on location of animals and 

terrain. Terrain assists the 

process through natural areas 

of movement and a location 

(ideally) that keeps the trap itself from view. 

A trap is set 

using six foot 

panels that form 

a type of funnel 

system. The 

funnel system is 

comprised of 

sections that 

decrease in 

width until the 

last section that 

functions as an 

alley for trailer 

loading. The sections are separated by gates that can be used to move horses 

toward the loading alley and separate bands to decrease potential injury.  
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Leading into the trap jute “wings” are set on “T” posts set into the ground. The 

“wings” are two sections of a fabric called jute that is lightweight and neutral in 

color. These wings attach to one end of the panel trap and extend using the 

natural terrain in a funnel shape to guide the horses into the trap. 

Spotters on the ground radio the helicopter pilot the location of horses if the pilot 

needs assistance. 

Horses are pushed toward the trap by the helicopter, much as a wrangler on 

horseback would do. However a helicopter is capable of greater speeds than a 

horse. Wranglers on horseback also operate in groups keeping animals from 

straying and minimizing distance traveled. Helicopters most often operate solo. 

A “Judas” horse, 

or “Prada,” is 

placed at a point 

in the wings 

where horses 

might break and 

head out. The 

Judas is set loose 

and runs into the 

trap. The theory 

is that the horses 

recognize 

another horse in flight that may know the way to safety. 

Horses enter the trap.   

After being given time to settle from the stress they begin sorting and loading. 

There they are sorted for transport by age. Youngsters traveling in trailers with 

adults are subject to more injuries. Unfamiliar band stallions with mares loaded 

into the same trailer can fight and cause injury. 
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The process of helicopter roundup 

In Reality 

This year I saw trap locations chosen for a variety of reasons.  

In Owyhee, for example, a single trap location was chosen on private property. An 

extensive closure of public land was declared and violators risked fines and jail 

time. That location provided an opportunity to exclude public observation in a 

roundup that occurred during an unprecedented emergency situation in the 

history of the Wild Horse 

and Burro program. 

After a court case was 

filed (by attorney 

Gordon Cowan 

representing Plaintiff 

Laura Leigh) challenging  

published foaling season 

and inhumane to 

roundup horses in an 

area such as Owyhee in 

July, the BLM declared in 

a document created the 

day of court, 75% of the horses would die due to drought in three days. The 

Federal Judge, not wanting mass deaths on his hands, never heard the argument 

filed and allowed the roundup to continue.  

However he did make one major change. He found that the closure of public land 

placed a significant prior restraint on the Plaintiff and the closure needed to be 

lifted immediately. He also stipulated that a “reasonable” attempt be made to 

facilitate observation. 
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The trap location never moved once in Owyhee. On the 339,104 acre HMA, where 
336,262 of those acres are public, the site never moved once.  
 
The entire HMA was rounded up from that location. This location that required 
more than 10 miles of travel over rocky desert terrain for pregnant mares and 
foals was never changed. This same location supposedly was suffering an 
unprecedented (never verified) emergency.   
 
It also appears that the BLM failed to mention, as it declared the “water 
emergency” in court, that the emergency was only confined to a small area of 
Owyhee. 
 
However the location did provide an opportunity to hide actions from public view. 
The BLM did get permission for three hand-picked members of the public to 
witness the last day or two, but no member of the press or public that may not 
have been sympathetic to the government’s position was allowed to witness a 
single horse captured or in temporary holding. 
 
The last year has seen the choice of trap vary greatly.  So has the ability of the 
public to observe. 

 
Traps that supposedly 
offer no visibility of 
capture due to “safety” 
reasons often have an 
uncanny ability to 
afford viewing by 
selective members of 
the press and public. 
Traps that require 
members of the non-
selected press and 

public to remain at a distance seem to be able to facilitate visits from contractor 
friend and family, including a toddler playing on the panels. 
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Another reason given for choosing a trap is to use the natural topography to 
“ease” horses into a trap. Many traps within the last year were set that actually 
ran contrary to topography and jute was not set in any way that followed terrain 
flow. These particular traps facilitated repeated escapes and panic at the trap.  
 
One trap was set with a single wing and supposedly used the rocky mountainside 
as the other “wing.” That trap had horses repeatedly being driven up and down 
that rocky mountainside. You could see the wranglers have difficulty pounding in 
the posts of the single wing due to the rocky nature of the area. So why was there 
only one wing? Was it due to a logical choice or difficulty in “doing it right?” 
 
Another reason that has been suggested as key to location is safety of transport 
on the roads. This last year I have been to traps where the “safety” of the road is 
a “white knuckle drive” in a 4 wheel drive, SUV. Horses transported in gooseneck 
stocks do not have the benefit of shocks, nor shelter from the alkali dust. I left the 
range with a bloody nose one day from the dust that made its way into the SUV 
with windows closed. 
 
Let’s discuss the way a trap is set. 
 
If the theory is to bring the horses in through a “wing funnel” and then move 
them through a series of panel pens (segregated) that get smaller, it makes logical 
sense. 
 
But in practice what we see is often very different. 
 
Traps that are too narrow at the mouth and have a series of distractions are 
becoming commonplace. A narrow trap mouth creates areas where hesitation of 
movement and panic occur. This creates potential for serious injury. 
  
Trap panels sometimes set at a right angle create an obstacle hard to avoid after 
being stampeded in “flight.” Right angles of metal bars do not create a safe trap. 
These areas are often not covered in snow fencing and have saddle horses tied at 
the other side. This can create the illusion that the panel is not solid, thereby 
creating a collision zone. It can also create the illusion that the area is easy to 
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vault, as horses are on 
the other side. I have 
witnessed numerous 
attempts by horses to 
vault these sections, as 
well as numerous 
collisions. 
 
Horses are often not 
given time to settle. 
Multiple stallions will be 
placed in gated alleys, 
promoting fighting. 
Trailers are often loaded 

quickly to facilitate another group coming off the range. A common observation is 
for a stallion to be protecting a mare or youngster from other stallions. This 
occurs in a small area they can’t escape. 
 
Sorting of animals by sex and age often does not occur prior to loading. 
Youngsters 
are loaded 
with adults. 
Mares and 
stallions are 
often loaded 
onto the 
same trailer 
in order to 
move as 
many as 
possible in a 
single load. 
 
If the traps are too small to accommodate the correct handling, perhaps more 
time should be taken and larger pens (or more) be constructed? 
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Let’s now discuss the helicopter. 
 
A helicopter is definitely faster. If the objective is to clear the land of horses as 
quickly as possible, this is the logical choice. 
 
But then on another web page, or in an interview, to make the statement that the 
helicopter “allows the horses to come in easy and at their own pace,” is a 
contradiction. 
 

These horses come 
from literally miles 
around the trap 
location.  
 
At one roundup I 
used the truck to 
track the distance 
from where the 
spotter saw horses. 
The mileage on the 
truck demonstrated 
a distance of 10.4 
miles. The truck 
traveled a path that 
followed the road. 
Horses attempt to 
evade the single 

helicopter and do not follow a straight path. Those horses travelled a distance 
significantly greater than 10 miles (this band had 14 spotted, nine make the trap 
area. This group had one escape, one driven in alone, two members very 
pregnant). 
 
Horses are flight animals. The basic response to a predator in motion is to run. 
The helicopter is not a natural predator. It does not single out an old or weak 
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animal and allow the rest of the herd to escape. The helicopter pursues, 
relentlessly. Attempts to evade that would normally throw off a predator, 
increasing speed or heading into rough terrain, do not deter the threat from 
above. 
 
Horses come into the trap showing signs of stress. Those observed have been 
lathered and showing signs of fatigue, (the posture of a horse can demonstrate 
fatigue, more of that in basic equine physiology). 
 
This is not a “walk 
or trot.” To make 
that assertion 
repeatedly is 
insulting to the 
intelligence of the 
public. To make 
that assertion 
creates a platform 
of “credibility 
issue” that begins 
to solidify as you 
look at other 
areas of the 
program. 
 
Let’s get real 
 
Rounding up wild horses off of public land is not a proposition without risk. The 
basic flight nature of a prey species creates difficulties during capture and transit. 
 
The intelligence and band structure of the horse make it an easier species to 
attempt this type of operation with than other herd animals. It is what made the 
first horse that stepped out of his wilderness and into the realm of man such a 
great partner. Comprehending, and respecting, that nature should be priority in 
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any program mandated by Congress to protect and manage wild equine 
populations. 
 
 
The current roundup protocol leaves the range genetically bankrupt. Every horse 
regardless of age and reproductive history is removed. There is no selective 
removal toward herd health. There is no selective use of contraception toward 
genetic contribution. The animals are simply removed. 
 
The removals occur to make room for other uses that are given priority over wild 
herds. Even though these uses have the legal ability to operate outside of HMA’s 
(horses do not) the other uses are given priority.  
 
Sometimes these other uses do not even wait until horses are removed. We have 
witnessed cattle being dropped in an area the same day horses come off because 
of lack of forage. 

 
The current practice does not prioritize humane treatment or herd health, only 
efficient removal. 
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When situations occur where three stallions are left in a 6’ X 32’ alley way with 
their mares, one of them injured, for five hours, something is seriously wrong. The 
horses had been rounded up and then dumped in the alley. The foals were loaded 
on a trailer. There each group sat for five hours. They had no food or water, for 
five hours. The stallions fought to protect their mares in the alley, for five hours. 
Youngsters were on a trailer with no family, for five hours. Something is seriously 
wrong with priority. 
 

 
When a published foaling season is never addressed to reflect actual foaling 
season specific to the geographical location, something is seriously wrong. When 
heavily pregnant mares are run in sub-freezing temperatures within days of giving 
birth, something is seriously wrong. When newborn foals are run in the desert 
heat in July just days after being born, something is seriously wrong. When we 
give more thought to constructing a “hunting season” around other herd animals 
yet fail to recognize the same narrow window for an animal with an entire Act of 
Congress to protect it, and then stampeded that animal by helicopter at those 
fragile times of year, something is seriously wrong. 
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 Reform is an absolute necessity in this program. Basic humane care to 
transparency needs to be addressed. But without an honest dialogue that 
addresses core issues, nothing will change. 
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